CREATE YOUR OWN CHOCOLATE BAR
Make your own unique bar!
OVERVIEW:
This activity is suitable for a relaxed networking event, product launches and conference breakouts
where a short interactive, fun activity is required. After a short demonstration and practice session,
delegates decorate their very own chocolate bar that they can take away with them at the end of
the session.

SUITABLE FOR: Networking events, product launches, conference breakouts, parties.
NUMBERS: 20 - 500 delegates
LOCATION: Indoors
DURATION: As required
OUTLINE ITINERARY:
We set up a table in the room with different
chocolates for delegates to taste and a selection
of undecorated chocolate bars. Each delegate
has the opportunity to learn how to pipe with
chocolate and then decorate his or her own
chocolate bar.
Each delegate is given a 90g milk or dark
chocolate bar and we will provide milk, dark &
white chocolate to decorate with. Chocolate can
be used as glue so we also provide mini
chocolate beans, pink, white and chocolate
crispy balls and dried fruit pieces to use as
adornments.
Once the bars are set (average time 10 – 15
minutes), we provide wrapping and ribbon so that
delegates can take them home to wow family and
friends.

GUIDELINES:
This session is intended to be for a period of one hour and will start with a brief introduction to
chocolate and some chocolate tasting. The number of tables and chairs required for delegates is
dependent on the numbers who will complete the activity in the time period allowed.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Professional chocolatiers
All necessary equipment
One bar per delegate (with the option to pay for additional bars on the night@£6 each)
All Packaging and ribbon

ALL THAT WE NEED:
2 tables for our equipment and Chocolate station and further tables to seat the required numbers of
guests either in 1 or 2 rooms at the same time. We are able to accommodate 60-80 in one room but
would require a PA system or similar to ensure everyone could hear the information and instruction.
Hand washing facilities near to the room
Chairs so that delegates can sit to make their chocolate bars
Electrical points
1 hr set up time

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Pippa Sherry

01962 732731
pippa@chocolatecraft.co.uk
Unit 1, Upton Park Farm, Old Alresford, Hampshire. SO24 9EB
www.chocolatecraft.co.uk

